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200–201
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274–279
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280–281
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281–282
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278–279
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282–283
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251–261, 262, 265, 266, 267
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264–267
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mass-market legitimacy 256–257,

260–261, 262
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253–254
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rapid deployment 256, 257–258,

260–261, 262
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258–261, 262, 264
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specialized markets 256, 258–261,

262, 264
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scalable structuration see also Infosys
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management 233–235
challenges of 232–237
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218, 235–236

decision rights distribution 235–236
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integration of internal and external

knowledge 235–236
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product 237–238
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217, 233, 238
knowledge explication 233
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co-evolution 233–235
knowledge-sharing incentives

217–218
knowledge-sharing mechanisms

233–235
learning by reflecting 233
mechanisms to induce structuration

233–235
organizational framework for

knowledge 218
path-dependent knowledge

accumulation 218, 235–236
processes leading to growth 237–238
processes that firms might use

212–213
processes used by Infosys

(discussion) 232–237 see also

Infosys
scaling up to organizational level .

217–219
strategic models and core values 236
structuration at individual level

216–217
structuration theory applied to

knowledge 216–217
self-organizing systems 180–190
service innovation, as means of organic
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service–profit chain see profit
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Siemens Medical Solutions see MED
Singapore Technologies
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SIRIUS (formerly Satellite CD Radio)

see satellite radio
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104–107, 109, 113–114
Stern Stewart EVA computation

104–107, 109, 110, 117–120
strategic (advantage-seeking) actions

128–129
for leveraged growth 124–126

strategic alignment for organic growth
5–6

strategic entrepreneurship 124–126
and organic growth 128–129
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141
applied organic growth, Forest Labs

130
bisociation to facilitate innovation

134
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growth 139–141
creativity and innovation 134–136
entrepreneurial (opportunity-

seeking) actions 128–129
entrepreneurial alertness 131–132
entrepreneurial culture and

leadership 133
entrepreneurial mindset 130–131
importance of entrepreneurship

141
innovation as the engine for growth

134–136
limiting effect of anti-failure bias

132–133
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130–136
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136–137
real options logic 132–133
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137–139
strategic (advantage-seeking) actions

128–129
strategic management of resources

133–134
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acquisitions 136, 139
strategic options for growth 126–127

strategic position, as context for
growth 98, 99–101

structuration see scalable structuration
SYSCO

acquisition strategy 81–82
annual sales growth 69
centralized back-of-the-house

operations 77–79
chain of growth 79–81
company background 69
continuous improvement initiatives

83–84
creation of stand-alone facilities

(“foldouts”) 82
culture 70–71
customer-centric mission 72–74
customer services 74, 75–77
employee ownership of stock 75–77
execution focus 70–71, 75–77
financial statistics 69
future growth opportunities 83–84
growth of the foodservice market 80
growth story 70
helping customers to succeed 72–74
high employee retention rates 75–77
history 71–72
incentive reward system 74, 77–79
influence of John F. Baugh 71–72,

75–77
IT system for measurement and

process control 77–79
market share 69
measurement and reward systems

74, 77–79
operation in a good growth industry

80
operational excellence 83–84
performance-based culture 77–79
performance reporting 78–79
quality assurance team 81
reward for performance 71–72
sales and marketing force 73
supplier quality assurance audits 81
SYSCO brand development 80–81

technology brokering 245–247
technology use

exploiting new opportunities
126–127

for organic growth 10, 13
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The Home Depot
centralized functions 62–63
communication with employees

58–61
competitor monitoring 65
customer experience focus 55–57
customer feedback 65
customer needs responsiveness

55–57
engaging the work force in change

58–61
enhancing the core 53–54
entrepreneurial spirit 61–64
entrepreneurship and anarchy

balance 61–64
execution as a driver for growth

54–67
execution standards 50–51
expanding the market 54–55
explosive growth phase 51–52
extending the business 54
four phases of growth 51–55
growth in the early start-up years 51
growth strategy execution 67–68
headquarters and field balance

61–64
history of growth and change 49–51
“hitting the wall” 52
impact on the home improvement

market 50
information flows 58–61
key drivers and linkages 64–65
learning to embrace change 67–68
lessons learned about execution

54–67
measure the things that matter 64–65
performance measurement 64–65
Strategic Operating and Resource

planning (SOAR) 53–55
sustained growth strategy 53–55
technology to increase management

efficiency 65–67
technology use for competitive

advantage 65–67
transition transformation phase

52–55
Thermo Electron 173–174

UPS (United Parcel Service) 135–136
accountability
acquisitions in organic growth

strategy 47
attention to detail 44–45
company background 35–38
constant incremental improvement

42–43, 44–45
culture 41–45
current growth challenges 46–48
customer needs responsiveness

39–41
employee-centric culture 36–38
employee-centric policies and

ownership 43–44
employee tenure and low turnover

36–37
geographic expansion phase

38–39
influence of founder Jim Casey 35,

41–45, 47–48
innovation for the future 41
leaders’ duty of stewardship 41–42,

43–44
measurement mentality 44–45
organic growth initiatives 39–41
organic growth story 35, 37–41
promote-from-within policy 36–38
scale of global operation 35–36,

37–38
social and environmental standards

37–38
synchronized commerce services and

solutions 39–41
technology system to support

operations 37–38
vertical integration 35–36

Valista/Network365 177–178
venture investment club,

Incubators@Work! 181,
182–189

Wal-Mart 133–134

XM Satellite Radio (formerly American
Mobile Radio) see satellite radio
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